Plant adaptive radiation mediated by polyploid plasticity in transcriptomes.
The habitats of polyploid species are generally distinct from their parental species. Stebbins described polyploids as 'general purpose genotypes', which can tolerate a wide range of environmental conditions. However, little is known about its molecular basis because of the complexity of polyploid genomes. We hypothesized that allopolyploid species might utilize the expression patterns of both parents depending on environments (polyploid plasticity hypothesis). We focused on hydrological niche segregation along fine-scale soil moisture and waterlogging gradients. Two diploid species, Cardamine amara and Cardamine hirsuta, grew best in submerged and unsubmerged conditions, respectively, consistent with their natural habitats. Interestingly, the allotetraploid Cardamine flexuosa derived from them grew similarly in fluctuating as well as submerged and unsubmerged conditions, consistent with its wide environmental tolerance. A similar pattern was found in another species trio: allotetraploid Cardamine scutata and its parents. Using the close relatedness of Cardamine and Arabidopsis, we quantified genomewide expression patterns following dry and wet treatments using an Arabidopsis microarray. Hierarchical clustering analysis revealed that the expression pattern of C. flexuosa clustered with C. hirsuta in the dry condition and with C. amara in the wet condition, supporting our hypothesis. Furthermore, the induction levels of most genes in the allopolyploid were lower than in a specialist diploid species. This reflects a disadvantage of being allopolyploid arising from fixed heterozygosity. We propose that recurrent allopolyploid speciation along soil moisture and waterlogging gradients confers niche differentiation and reproductive isolation simultaneously and serves as a model for studying the molecular basis of ecological speciation and adaptive radiation.